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ABSTRACT

With the increase of social activities for handicapped persons, more and more social welfare equipment, self-supporting equipment and nursing equipment are being developed. The supporting apparatuses activated by body actions such as jaw, tongue or leg motion have already been developed in place of manual input with a keyboard[1]-[3]. These apparatuses are very useful for handicapped persons who have some body parts available to control them. In case of injuring the proximal cervical vertebrae as the neck moves voluntarily, manual operation can be replaced by the neck or shoulder motion.

Those who have trouble with hand activities seem to have strong desire to use personal computers. At the same time, personal computers are changing year by year. In the field of input devices, the mouse is now replacing the keyboard. A mouse can initiate almost all the operations of a personal computer from start up to execution. Such input devices without using a mouse are required for the handicapped person[4],[5].

From this viewpoint, we have developed two types of input systems which replace the mouse input system in order to support the handicapped persons[6]-[8]. One of these apparatuses used limit switches for sensors, the other used potentiometers. The signals from these sensors can move the cursor on the display in eight directions by combining back-and-forth movement and right-and-left movement with diagonal movement. In both cases, moving operations of the cursor were activated by neck motions, and click operations were performed by shoulder motions. As the signals from neck and shoulders were directly transferred to the input terminals of the mouse through sensors, the operators need not use the mouse. In this paper, the two apparatuses are compared and their usefulness and operability are examined. Finally, an example of applying these interfaces to the omnidirectional wheelchair is described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increase of social activities for handicapped persons, more and more social welfare equipment, self-supporting equipment and nursing equipment are being developed. The supporting apparatuses activated by body actions such as jaw, tongue or leg motion have already been developed in place of manual input with a keyboard[1]-[3]. These apparatuses are very useful for handicapped persons who have some body parts available to control them. In case of injuring the proximal cervical vertebrae as the neck moves voluntarily, manual operation can be replaced by the neck or shoulder motion.

Those who have trouble with hand activities seem to have strong desire to use personal computers. At the same time, personal computers are changing year by year. In the field of input devices, the mouse is now replacing the keyboard. A mouse can initiate almost all the operations of a personal computer from start up to
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is moved, and the movements along the X and Y axes are detected by incremental rotary encoders. The click function of the mouse is performed by switch actions as shown schematically in Fig. 1. In this study, the limit switches and linear potentiometers were used in the sensor portion. The movements of the mouse were replaced by the motions of neck and shoulders, pointer functions of the mouse were performed by the back-and-forth movement and the right-and-left movement of neck, and the click function of the mouse was done by the motion of both shoulders, therefore the limit switches for both the function were installed.

**A. Apparatus configuration using limit switches**

As shown in Fig. 2, the apparatus consists of a sensor portion and four electronic circuits. The sensor portion detects the motion of the neck and shoulders, and the circuits convert the voltage signals to pulse signals.

1) Oscillator circuit: A quartz crystal oscillator was used for the oscillator circuit. The oscillating frequencies were changed from $8.3 \times 10^{-4}$ to $1 \times 10^{5}$ Hz by using DIP switches. These frequencies give the fundamental moving speed of the pointer.

2) Phase shifting circuit: Two pairs of pulse signals, with $\pi/2$ leading phase and $\pi/2$ lagging phase were made from four pulse signals generated by the oscillator circuit. They correspond to the plus and minus directions of the mouse pointer.

3) Switching circuit: As shown in Fig. 3, the switching circuit changes the positive and negative pulse signals generated by the phase shifting circuit to four directional pulse signals for up-and-down and right-and-left. It includes two subcircuits for X axis and Y axis movements. When the limit switches on the shoulders for back (U), forth (D), right (R) and left (L) directions are pushed by the neck, the resultant pulse signals are fed to each input terminal of the mouse for X and Y axes.

4) Click circuit: Click operation was performed by ON/OFF movements of the limit switch. They were generated by up-and-down motions of the shoulders. The right button of the mouse was generated by the right shoulder, and otherwise the left, by the left shoulder.

5) Mounting the experimental apparatus: Four aluminum hinges were attached around neck using joints as shown in Fig. 4. The limit switches were mounted on the each hinge. The other end of the hinge was expanded to each shoulder on which a switch was also mounted.

---

**Fig. 1. Example of mouse device output signals.**

**Fig. 2. System composition chart (Limit switch).**

**Fig. 3. Switch circuit.**
B. Configuration of the apparatus using linear potentiometers

The apparatus using linear potentiometers consists of a sensor part and four circuits. The sensor part detects the motions of neck and shoulders, and the four circuits convert the voltage signals into pulse signals as shown in Fig. 5. Four linear potentiometers were attached around the neck to detect the back-and-forth, and right-and-left movements of it. Two limit switches were installed for the click operations by the shoulders. Each circuit consists of a voltage-frequency converting (V/F) circuit, a phase-shifting circuit, a switching circuit, and a click circuit. In the V/F circuit, output voltages of the potentiometers generated by the neck motions are converted into pulse signals with frequencies changed from 0 to 50 Hz. These signals are changed to the signals for back-and-forth and right-and-left motions, and they are fed into a personal computer. Figure 6 shows the apparatus attached to the neck. By operating one or two adjacent potentiometers using the neck, the mouse pointer is moved in any direction at any speed.

III. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATION

Two apparatuses using limit switches and linear potentiometers were compared. The results are presented as follows.

A. Comparison of the speed of the apparatuses

1) Execution speed of arithmetic calculation:
Simple arithmetic calculation was performed using a calculation software which runs on Microsoft Windows 3.1. As shown in Fig. 7, the apparatus using the limit switch method had a constant execution speed (at fixed frequency of 50 Hz). It can be seen that the degree of skill using the linear potentiometer method became high as seen in the reference[9]. The speed became higher and higher with the test repetition. Although the test was performed only one series, the calculation ability seemed to be improved. The stable tendency of the limit switch method is said to be suitable for some handicapped persons. It is thus difficult to determine which method is the best. Therefore, it is important to select an adequate system matching the degree of handicap.

2) Comparison of the repetition speed: The speeds of the pointer movement on display were measured where five point-to-point movements were performed in predetermined order. In the limit switch method, the pulse frequency was fixed to a maximum of 100 Hz. Although the linear potentiometer system could generate up to 50 Hz, actual frequencies used in the test ranged between 10 and 30 Hz. As in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows that the more the training was performed, the faster the pointer could be moved.
Fig. 6. Experimental device installed on a person's neck. (Linear potentiometer)

Fig. 7. Comparison of execution speeds of Four-Rule arithmetic.

Fig. 8. Comparison of iteration operation time.

Fig. 9. Drawing result with limit switch.

Fig. 10. Drawing result No. 1 with linear potentiometer.

Fig. 11. Drawing result No. 2 with Linear potentiometer system.
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B. Drawing accuracy

Figures 9 and 10 show the drawing results using the limit switch method and the linear potentiometer method. With the limit switch method, oblique lines were not drawn straight as shown in Fig. 9. In contrast to Fig. 9, smooth oblique lines were drawn using the potentiometer method as shown in Fig. 10. Figure 12 shows the figures drawn by an ordinary mouse.

A large circle could be drawn easily, but a relatively small circle was not able to drawn even when using the linear potentiometer method. Figure 11 shows the results. Some improvements of the apparatus for precise operations are needed for drawing smooth circles. Furthermore, the limit switch method and the linear potentiometer method have different operabilities. It is necessary, therefore, to choose a proper way according to the degree of handicaps or features of individuals.

IV. CONCLUSION

It became clear that the degree of skill would be improved more and more by using the linear potentiometer method. As described reference [9], an apparatus, which makes the handicapped person feel happy about their increasing skill also stimulates their aspiration. The development of this kind of apparatus is required.

The pointer moving speed during operation using the limit switch method can not be changed freely because it was changed by switching operation. In the apparatus using linear potentiometer, the pointer can be moved in all directions, but some improvements for operability and smooth curvature movements are necessary. In addition to it, reducing system's weight and easy removal have to be researched.

These apparatuses are applicable to control omnidirectional mobile wheelchair by using the ability to send the signals for all directions[10]. We have already developed an omnidirectional mobile robot[11] and a super reduction gear[12]. By combining them with this apparatus, a wheel chair for heavily handicapped persons will be made easily as shown in Fig. 13.
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